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background:  Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is able to quantify lipid content. The classification of Lipid Rich Plaque (LRP) by NIRS is 
evolving. A large ongoing study (9000 patients) classifies LRP as small if maxLCBI4mm ≤250; and large if maxLCBI4mm > 250. In addition, 
recent data in patients with ST segment elevation myocardial infarction suggests a strong association with maxLCBI4mm > 400. Using 
these boundaries, we propose a classification of LRP by NIRS. Furthermore, we explore its significance by quantifying features of plaque 
vulnerability obtained by Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT).
methods: A total of 110 consecutive patients with chronic stable angina underwent NIRS/IVUS and OCT before PCI. We classified LRP 
according to NIRS-detected LCBI as LRPsmall (maxLCBI4mm ≤ 250, n= 34); LRPintermediate (maxLCBI4mm > 250 and <400, n=35); and 
LRPlarge (maxLCBI4mm ≥ 400, n=41).
results: Vessel size, minimal lumen area, and plaque burden were similar in the 3 groups. Remodeling index, lipid arc, and lipid length 
were progressively larger with increasing LCBI (See table). Finally, fibrous cap thickness was also smaller with increasing LCBI. This led to 
an increased incidence of Thin-Cap Fibroatheroma (cap < 65 μm, lipid arc > 900, TCFA) in LRPlarge.
Conclusion:  Intracoronary classification of LRP by NIRS provides a correlation with morphological features of plaque vulnerability. 
Plaques exhibiting the highest lipid content were associated with the highest incidence of TCFA.
 
